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EASYGRADE – RTO ASSESSMENT GRADING SYSTEM 
ADMIN, TRAINER, STUDENT 

Plugin type: Blocks 
Year: 2022 

 
 
EASYGRADE MOODLE PLUGIN FEATURES: 
Enhance Grading Workflow with EasyGrade Plugin 
The EasyGrade Moodle plugin revolutionizes the grading process, catering to the needs of 
administrators, trainers, and students with its comprehensive set of features. 
 
PLUGIN FEATURES: 

 
Admin Insights:  
Admins gain unparalleled visibility into student progress with the ability to review all activity 
statuses submitted for grading within a unit. Furthermore, administrators can  
seamlessly assign activities to trainers for efficient grading, streamlining the assessment 
management process. 

 
Trainer Empowerment:  
Trainers can effortlessly monitor student activity statuses submitted for grading within a specific 
unit. With the EasyGrade plugin, trainers can also send grade notifications directly to students, 
ensuring timely and effective communication of assessment results. 

 
Student Assessment Status:  
Students enjoy greater clarity on their assessment journey, being able to readily check the 
compliance status of their assignments. When students reach the threshold of 80% assignment 
submission, they can request a trainer for grading, fostering an interactive and collaborative 
learning environment. 

 
CUSTOM INTERFACES FOR ENHANCED EXPERIENCE: 
The EasyGrade plugin boasts three distinct interfaces tailored to the unique roles of administrators, 
trainers/assessors, and students. This tailored approach ensures a seamless and intuitive experience 
for each user group, enhancing engagement and efficiency throughout the grading process. 
 
EXPERIENCE GRADING EXCELLENCE: 
EasyGrade redefines grading by combining functionality and user-friendliness. Empowering 
administrators, trainers, and students alike, this plugin not only optimizes grading procedures but 
also encourages effective communication and collaboration within the learning ecosystem. 
 
 

  
 



CUSTOMCERTIFICATE – RTO CUSTOMIZED AUTOGENERATED CERTIFICATE 
WITH STUDENT AND RTO IDS 

Plugin type: Blocks 
Year: 2021 

 
CUSTOMCERTIFICATE MOODLE PLUGIN FEATURES: 
The CustomCertificate Moodle plugin brings a seamless certificate generation experience, tailored 
for administrators and students alike. 
 
PLUGIN FEATURES: 

Automated Custom Certificates:  
Streamline your certificate issuance process with the ability to automatically generate 
customized unit completion certificates. This feature ensures that certificates are effortlessly 
created based on student accomplishments. 
 
Enhanced User Experience:  
The plugin introduces a new and improved user interface (UI) and user experience (UX) for 
custom certificate fields. This enhancement offers a smoother and more intuitive certificate 
customization process. 
 
Sequential IDs for Certification:  
The CustomCertificate plugin includes a sequential identification system derived from RTO 
(Registered Training Organization) standards. Each certificate is uniquely identified with 
sequential IDs, integrating crucial information such as course name, student name, student 
ID, completion date, and signature. This ensures the authenticity and traceability of each 
certificate. 

 
BENEFIT FROM CUSTOMIZATION AND EFFICIENCY: 
With these features, the CustomCertificate plugin empowers administrators to effortlessly generate 
tailored certificates, providing students with tangible recognition for their accomplishments. The 
user-friendly interface, coupled with sequential IDs and comprehensive data inclusion, ensures the 
reliability and value of each certificate issued. Streamline your certificate management process while 
offering a seamless experience for both administrators and students. 
 
  



PARENT TEACHER FEEDBACK  
STUDENT/CHILD PROGRESS IMPROVEMENT 

Plugin type: Local 
Year: 2019 

Plugin to enhance communication between Admin, Teachers, Parents, and Students. 
TAWASUL PLUGIN FEATURES: 
The TAWASUL Moodle plugin is a communication powerhouse designed to facilitate seamless 
interactions among administrators, teachers, parents, and students. With tailored features for each 
role, TAWASUL revolutionizes the way educational stakeholders communicate. 
 
PLUGIN FEATURES: 

Empowering Teachers:  
Teachers are equipped with the ability to provide invaluable feedback to their students. 
They can both read and add static/custom feedback within their assigned courses or groups. 
This personalized approach enhances the teacher-student relationship and fosters a 
supportive learning environment. 
 
Inclusive Parental Engagement:  
Parents are granted access to their child's educational journey through TAWASUL. They can 
conveniently read and contribute static/custom feedback in their child's courses. This 
feature bridges the gap between home and school, enabling parents to actively participate 
in their child's education. 
 
Administrator Oversight:  
Administrators wield a comprehensive view of the communication process. They have the 
privilege of accessing both teacher and parent feedback, ensuring a transparent and efficient 
information flow within the educational ecosystem. 

 
TAILORED INTERFACES FOR OPTIMAL EXPERIENCE: 
TAWASUL excels in personalization, offering distinct interfaces catering to the unique roles of 
administrators, teachers, parents, and students. This customization ensures that each user group 
benefits from an intuitive and efficient communication experience. 
 
REVOLUTIONIZING COMMUNICATION: 
TAWASUL is more than a plugin; it's a conduit for meaningful communication. With its multi-
dimensional approach, it empowers teachers to guide students effectively, enables parents to 
actively support their children's education, and provides administrators with comprehensive 
oversight. This dynamic plugin transforms how educational stakeholders engage and collaborate for 
enriched learning experiences. 
Other plugins: Child import   |  Teacher-Parent  |   other plugins for RCJ 

   
  



ADVGRADER (CUSTOMIZED VIEW/FEATURES) 
SINGLE COURSE / MULTIPLE COURSES 

Plugin type: Grade 
Year: 2019 

 
Enhancing Grading Flexibility Across Courses 
 
ADVGRADER PLUGIN FEATURES: 
The AdvGrader plugin is a versatile solution designed to elevate the grading experience in Moodle. 
With its customized view and an array of features, it empowers administrators, teachers, and 
students to interact seamlessly and efficiently within the grading framework. 
 
PLUGIN FEATURES: 

Streamlined Category and Item Addition:  
This plugin introduces a cohesive group of features centered around categories, items, and 
grading types. This integration simplifies the process of adding and managing grading 
elements, promoting consistency and clarity in the grading structure across courses. 

 
Tailored Interfaces for Different Roles:  
The Adv Grader plugin is designed with a strong emphasis on user roles. With distinct 
interfaces for administrators, teachers, and students, the plugin ensures that each user 
group interacts with the grading system in a way that aligns with their responsibilities and 
needs. 

 
CUSTOMIZED GRADING EXPERIENCE: 
Adv Grader transcends traditional grading methods by offering a tailored experience for 
administrators, teachers, and students. By facilitating efficient grading element management and 
providing role-specific interfaces, the plugin creates an environment that fosters effective 
communication and understanding within the educational ecosystem. With Adv Grader, the grading 
process becomes a cohesive and intuitive aspect of the learning journey. 

 

  



PAKTALEEM-S3 PLUGIN 
ENHANCED AWS S3 INTEGRATION 

Plugin type: repository 
Year: 2017-18 

PLUGIN FEATURES: 
Experience seamless and efficient integration between your Moodle platform and AWS S3 repository 
with the Enhanced AWS S3 Integration plugin.  
This powerful tool streamlines the process of uploading course resource files to AWS S3, optimizing 
file management and accessibility for administrators, teachers, and students. 
PLUGIN FEATURES: 

Direct File Upload to AWS S3 Repository:  
The Enhanced AWS S3 Integration plugin empowers users by allowing direct uploading of 
course resource files to the AWS S3 repository. This functionality ensures a smooth and 
intuitive process, eliminating unnecessary steps and enhancing user experience. 
 
Managed File Upload to S3 Bucket:  
Enjoy a structured and organized approach to file uploads. This plugin facilitates managed 
file uploads to designated S3 buckets, ensuring that images, media, videos, and audio files 
are stored separately for enhanced storage management. 
 
Effortless Accessible Links:  
Seamlessly retrieve accessible links to S3-stored files within Moodle. The plugin efficiently 
returns the S3 file link, which is stored in the database, allowing users to access their 
resources with ease. 
 
Advanced Tracking and Storage Optimization:  
Experience enhanced files and user activities tracking, resulting in reduced Moodledata 
folder size and optimized storage costs. The Enhanced AWS S3 Integration plugin ensures 
efficient management of resources, mitigating storage-related challenges. 

USER-CENTRIC INTERFACES: 
The Enhanced AWS S3 Integration plugin prioritizes user roles, providing three distinct interfaces 
tailored for administrators, teachers, and students. This approach ensures that each user group 
interacts with the plugin's features in a way that aligns seamlessly with their roles and 
responsibilities, enhancing the overall file management experience. 
 
Elevate your Moodle platform with the power of the Enhanced AWS S3 Integration plugin, where 
direct file uploads, managed storage, and optimized accessibility converge to redefine your resource 
management capabilities. 
 

     

  



STUDENT PROGRESS REPORTING 
16 CUSTOM FIELDS/FILTERS 

Plugin type: Blocks 
Year: 2017 

 
COMPREHENSIVE STUDENT PROGRESS REPORTING PLUGIN: 
Elevate your learning management system's capabilities with the Student Progress with 16 Custom 
Fields/Filters plugin. This versatile block-type plugin offers a tailored solution for generating detailed 
student progress reports based on 16 customizable fields, providing administrators, teachers, and 
students with valuable insights into learning performance. 
 
PLUGIN FEATURES: 

Customized student progress reports:  
The Student Progress with 16 Custom Fields/Filters plugin serves as a dynamic reporting 
tool. It generates a comprehensive array of 16 report types, each uniquely designed to 
provide insights into student progress within the LMS. This personalized approach allows 
educators, administrators, and learners to access information that aligns precisely with their 
needs. 
 
Tailored custom fields/filters:  
Unlock the power of customization with this plugin's ability to filter and segment student 
progress based on 16 distinct fields. These customizable fields offer a granular approach to 
reporting, enabling users to focus on specific learning dimensions that matter most to them. 
 

DUAL INTERFACES FOR ENHANCED USABILITY:  
The plugin's intuitive design ensures optimal usability for administrators, teachers and students or 
employees. This dual-interface approach caters to varying user roles, ensuring that the reporting 
process is seamless and user-friendly for all. 
 
Empower your educational ecosystem with the Student Progress with 16 Custom Fields/Filters 
plugins, where in-depth reporting, customization, and user-centric interfaces converge to provide 
valuable insights into learning journeys. 
 

 

 



PROGRESS ON ATTENDANCE - SESSION 

Plugin type: Blocks 
Year: 2017 

 
ATTENDANCE AND SESSION PROGRESS TRACKING PLUGIN: 
Elevate your learning management system's capabilities with the Progress on Attendance/Session 
plugin. This robust block-type plugin offers a powerful solution for tracking student attendance and 
session hours within a course, providing administrators, teachers, and students with valuable 
insights into engagement and learning progress. 
 
PLUGIN FEATURES: 

Comprehensive Attendance and Session Reporting:  
The Attendance and Session Progress Tracking plugin empowers educational institutions 
with detailed attendance and session hour reporting. This invaluable feature offers a holistic 
view of student engagement, enabling administrators, teachers, and students to monitor 
participation and commitment. 
 
Student-Centric Attendance Insights:  
With the plugin's attendance and hours-spent reporting, students gain a clear understanding 
of their progress and involvement. This data-driven approach encourages accountability and 
empowers learners to actively manage their learning experience. 
 

USER-TAILORED INTERFACES:  
The plugin provides three distinct interfaces, catering to the unique needs of administrators, 
teachers, and students. This user-centric approach ensures that each stakeholder gains easy access 
to relevant attendance and session data, fostering a seamless and efficient experience. 
 
Empower your educational ecosystem with the Attendance and Session Progress Tracking plugin, 
where accurate attendance reporting, user-friendly interfaces, and valuable insights converge to 
enhance student engagement and overall learning experiences. 
 

 

 

 



COMPANIES USER TRACKING REPORT 
Plugin type: Report 

YEAR: 2017 
COMPANIES USER TRACKING REPORT PLUGIN: 
Experience comprehensive user tracking and reporting capabilities within your Moodle learning 
environment with the Companies User Tracking Report plugin. This robust report-type plugin, 
meticulously developed for Moodle 3.5 IOMAD, empowers administrators and educators to gain 
valuable insights into user engagement, courses, and activities, enhancing performance assessment 
and management. 
 
PLUGIN FEATURES: 

Enhanced User Visibility:  
Unlock a detailed view of user engagement by effortlessly displaying company-specific user 
records within your Moodle platform. Administrators and educators can now monitor 
individual and collective progress with precision. 
 
Course and Activity Insights:  
The plugin goes beyond user tracking, extending its capabilities to showcase courses and 
activities associated with each company. Gain a holistic understanding of company-wide 
learning journeys and performance. 
 

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION:  
Developed as an advanced version of the old Topyx LMS Plugin, the Companies User Tracking Report 
plugin flawlessly integrates with Moodle 3.5 IOMAD. This ensures a smooth transition for institutions 
seeking enhanced user analytics within their existing Moodle environment. 
 
Elevate your reporting capabilities and strategic decision-making with the Companies User Tracking 
Report plugin. Uncover invaluable data-driven insights to drive engagement, performance, and 
growth within your corporate or educational setting. 
 

 

  



COURSE POLICY FOR MOODLE VS. 2.6 TO 3.X 
Plugin Type: Report 
 Year: 2016 

 
COURSE POLICY AGREEMENT PLUGIN: 
Enhance your Moodle learning environment with the Course Policy Agreement plugin, designed to 
seamlessly integrate course-level policy agreements for enhanced content access and compliance. 
This powerful report-type plugin empowers administrators, teachers, and students to ensure that 
essential course policies are acknowledged and adhered to. 
 
PLUGIN FEATURES: 

Course-Level Policy Acceptance:  
The Course Policy Agreement plugin revolutionizes course access by implementing a policy 
agreement step for students. Before accessing course content, students are required to 
review and accept course-specific policies, ensuring clear understanding and adherence. 
 
Enhanced Compliance:  
With the plugin's policy agreement functionality, educational institutions can establish and 
reinforce compliance with vital course guidelines and regulations. This feature streamlines 
the process of communicating and enforcing course policies. 
 

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION:  
The plugin integrates seamlessly into Moodle versions 2.6 to 3.x, ensuring compatibility and 
consistency across different platform iterations. This allows institutions to leverage the benefits of 
the plugin within their preferred Moodle environment. 
 
Elevate the integrity and compliance of your Moodle courses with the Course Policy Agreement 
plugin, providing a user-friendly, transparent, and efficient mechanism for students to acknowledge 
and uphold essential course policies. 
 

 

  



BULK COURSE CREATION TOOL 

Plugin type: Blocks 
Year: 2013-14 

ENHANCED COURSE MANAGEMENT PLUGIN FEATURES: 
Experience a streamlined and efficient course management process with the Enhanced Course 
Management plugin. Designed to empower administrators and teachers, this plugin provides a 
comprehensive suite of features that elevate the creation and organization of courses within your 
learning environment. 
 
PLUGIN FEATURES: 

Dynamic Course Selection:  
Leveraging the power of a data-retired JSON Web Service from a Django/PostgreSQL site, 
this plugin offers a seamless list of possible course names for selection. Administrators and 
teachers can effortlessly choose courses from this list, ensuring accuracy and consistency in 
course creation. 

 
Effortless Batch Course Creation:  
With the ability to create multiple courses in a single click, this plugin simplifies the course 
creation process. Administrators and teachers can efficiently set up numerous courses with 
just a few clicks, saving valuable time and effort. 

 
Automated Page Generation:  
The Enhanced Course Management plugin introduces a powerful tool that generates pages 
based on each course's lesson activity. This automation minimizes manual effort, ensuring 
that course content is organized and readily available for learners. 
 
Comprehensive Reporting:  
Stay informed and in control with detailed reports. The plugin returns each course ID along 
with a full list of step reports, including course content fetching, course creation, and the 
final return of the course ID. This comprehensive reporting provides insights into successful 
operations and any encountered errors. 

 
OPTIMIZED USER INTERFACES: 
The Enhanced Course Management plugin prioritizes user roles by offering two distinct interfaces 
tailored for administrators and teachers. This approach ensures that each user group interacts with 
the plugin's features in a way that aligns seamlessly with their responsibilities, enhancing overall 
course management efficiency. 
 
Unlock the potential of your learning environment with the Enhanced Course Management plugin, 

where streamlined course creation, automated page generation, and insightful reporting converge 

to optimize your educational journey. 

 

RA tool and SOP Tool Plugins screenshot 



 

 

Other plugins:   AdvPayPal 

 



 

  



BRANDING - THEME DEVELOPMENT 
Plugin type: Theme 

 
THEME DEVELOPMENT AND CUSTOMIZATION: 
Experience a seamless blend of aesthetics and functionality with our meticulously crafted Moodle 
theme development and customization services. Our expertise spans a range of versatile themes, 
including Adaptable, Essential, Herald, Gourmet-v3.9, Trending-v3.2, and eLan, as well as various 
other Moodle-free themes. Elevate your e-learning platform with visually engaging and highly 
functional themes tailored to your specific needs. 
 
FEATURED THEME PLUGINS: 
 
Adaptable Theme:  
Seamlessly adapt to diverse learning environments with the Adaptable theme. It's versatility and 
user-friendly design make content consumption and engagement effortless for learners across 
different devices and screens. 
 
Essential Theme:  
Elevate the essential aspects of your e-learning platform with the Essential theme. A harmonious 
blend of simplicity and functionality ensures that learners and educators can navigate and interact 
seamlessly. 
 
Herald Theme:  
Make a bold statement with the Herald theme, offering a contemporary and impactful design. 
Engage learners with an immersive interface that enhances the overall learning experience. 
 
Gourmet-v3.9 Theme:  
Delight learners with the visually appetizing Gourmet-v3.9 theme. Its appealing design not only 
captures attention but also ensures intuitive navigation, keeping learners focused on the content. 
 
Trending-v3.2 Theme:  
Keep pace with the latest trends in e-learning design using the Trending-v3.2 theme. Modern and 
dynamic, this theme enhances user engagement and interaction. 
 
eLan Theme:  
Foster an elegant learning environment with the eLan theme. It is clean lines and sophisticated 
layout create an atmosphere of focus and engagement for learners. 
 
Our theme development and customization services extend beyond the mentioned themes, 
encompassing a wide range of Moodle-free themes as well. Elevate the visual appeal, usability, and 
engagement of your e-learning platform with themes tailored to your brand and content. 
 
Other Plugins: 

• Dashboard 

• Learning plan 

• course format  (Grid, Topic) 

• Payment (Stripe, PayPal) 

• SMS plugin 
 


